INDUSTRY-LEADING, CLOUD-BASED LAND MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR UPSTREAM OIL AND GAS COMPANIES

P2 iLandMan is the only cloud, tract, and formation-based system that automates the entire E&P land life cycle. It provides land professionals accurate net acreage values and real-time visibility into lease positions and often lowers land budgets by up to 30%.

Key Product Facts

1. P2 iLandMan has created a market standard in online oil and gas land software for 15 years.
2. P2 iLandMan customers maintain over 5.5 million acres of leases.
3. P2 iLandMan is used by over 150 oil and gas companies in the U.S. and has nearly 2,000 active users.
4. P2 iLandMan possesses more than 110 reports, a report builder, and API connections for specialized reporting.

Benefits

MANAGES oil and gas assets from acquisition and lease management all the way through revenue calculations and divestiture

ELIMINATES countless hours of spreadsheet data entry, typing errors, and duplication using a powerful online database and mapping system

SAFEGUARDS leases through AI that automatically creates obligation schedules with email notifications for Pugh clauses, lease extensions, shut-in payments, and more

ALLOWS users to understand their true leasehold value by verifying net acreage on a tract-by-tract and formation-by-formation basis

SECURELY manages projects in the cloud allowing 24/7 access to data from anywhere in the world
Features

• Tract and formation based
• Fully integrated and interactive maps
• Customizable project dashboards
• Intuitive workflows that drive down project costs
• Built-in reporting, access to over 110 powerful reports, and a create-your-own report builder
• Compatible across any device, i.e. mobile friendly

• Data protected by industry-leading authentication security that allows for scalability and provides enterprise, single sign on capability
• Permission-based access
• Unlimited projects and users
• Unlimited phone support

Combine these with P2 iLandMan for increased functionality and an enhanced user experience.

Modules

iLandMapper – Build and edit tracts and units without any third-party systems or GIS experience.

Division Orders – Create a Royalty Division Order on any well, unit, or area within seconds.

Interest Decks – Create revenue and expense interest decks from fully integrated tract and lease data, or by simply inputting interest into tables.

Integrations

P2 BOLO – Reduce costs and increase profits by eliminating duplications, errors, and delays with real-time visibility of your data from the field to the C-suite when you integrate P2 iLandMan and P2 BOLO.

P2 Tobin – Combine P2 iLandMan and P2 Tobin for the upstream oil and gas industry’s most powerful combination of lease management software and enterprise-wide spatial data.